
ISDA 2013 Operations Benchmarking Survey

Instructions to Survey Respondents

** Please respond by 31st January 2013**

General

Data Coverage:

      The data submitted should relate to the period from 1 January 2012 to 31 December 2012 .

      The data reported should include all OTC derivatives trades executed with third parties. Please exclude internal, intra-company and intra-group trades.  If your firm‟s 

information systems do not allow you to break out the data as requested, please indicate so in the Supplementary Information block provided at the end of the relevant 

      Please complete the Survey for your global OTC derivatives business, including the activities of all entities in your group. If this is not possible, please specify to which 

activities or entities the data relates in the appropriate Supplementary Information block provided at the end of each section in the Survey.

Definitions:

You will find definitions of terms and products used in the Survey within the „Definitions‟ link.  All terms for which definitions are provided are highlighted in red.  Please 

carefully consider what data should be  included/excluded in each question and if in doubt, contact ISDA (see Survey Contacts below).

Submission Process:

         Responses should be submitted by close of business on TBC. 

         Each firm completing the Survey will receive an individual feedback report, which compares the firm‟s results with the results for respondents of a similar size and with 

the results for the entire respondent population.
         If you are unable to complete the Survey online, please contact ISDA to obtain an Excel version of the Survey.

Survey Contacts:

If you have any questions relating to the Survey, please contact:  

ISDA London 

Claire Freer

Phone: (+44) 020 3088 3578
Email: cfreer@isda.org

For password resets and technical queries relating to the online Survey, please contact:

Sapient

Survey Administrator

Phone: +44 0 20 7456 6452

Email: afung3@sapient.com

Confidentiality of Data:  

All individual responses will be treated confidentially. ISDA staff access to individual responses will be strictly limited. Individual responses submitted to ISDA will not be 

shared with any ISDA Board member, ISDA member firm employee, or any other outside person with the exception of designated Sapient staff acting as service providers for 

ISDA. For further information, please contact Catherine Brady, Assistant Director cbrady@isda.org

Using the Online Survey

Username and Password:

Each responding firm is provided with a unique username and password for use with the online survey.

We do not recommend sharing this information between multiple users within your firm. If you need to circulate the Survey internally, please refer to the „Printing the Survey‟ 

section below or contact ISDA for an Excel version of the Survey.

Please do not use the 'BACK' button on your browser when navigating through the Survey. There are "Previous" and "Next" buttons at the bottom of the page for easy 

Entering Data:

         Responses may need to be entered in numerical form, percentages, text or using drop down or tick boxes.          Most questions include an “N/A” option which should be used if the question is not relevant to your firm or if you do not trade a particular product. In the numeric fields, 

this can be indicated by typing “0”. 

         The answers to question 11 will be combined with the answers to question 1 to derive the “business days” requested in previous years.

         Some of the questions may relate to information which you do not track systematically. In such instances, estimates are acceptable.

         The fields in the Survey are not mandatory in order to facilitate regular data saves but we strongly encourage you to fill in as much information as possible.

Ranking Questions

         For all ranking questions, please do not use the same rating more than once.

Saving and Submitting Data:

         You can save the data entered at any time by using the „Save Response‟ button at the bottom of the Survey and return to the Survey at a later stage. 

         You are encouraged to check your responses before submitting. Responses cannot be amended after the survey is closed. Should you need to make any changes, 

Printing the Survey:

The Survey, Definitions and Instructions can be printed using the generic printing functionality in Internet Explorer.

mailto:cfreer@isda.org
mailto:afung3@sapient.com
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Section I -Volumes and Staffing - Credit Derivatives

OTC Derivatives Volumes

1. Average monthly Event Volume for the Reporting Period.

Electronic Throughput

OTC Derivatives Staffing

3. Enter the number of staff (Full Time Equivalents) employed to support OTC derivatives activity.
All numbers should be as at December 2012 (adjusted to account for any anomalies in month).

4. What percentage (%) of the above staff is Outsourced and/or in a Low Cost Location.

Supplementary Information

5. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question number.

Section II -Trade Capture Accuracy - Credit Derivatives

Trade Capture Accuracy

Supplementary Information

7. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question.

2. Average monthly Event Volume processed electronically for the Reporting Period. 

Of your total Event Volume,  what is Electronically Confirmed?

Of your total Event Volume, what is Electronically Eligible but not 

Electronically Confirmed?

Survey
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Monthly Event Volume

% of Event Volume that is facing a G15 Firm

Total Settlement Staff

Of your total Event Volume, what is Not Electronically Eligible?

Total Confirmation Staff

% of total Settlement Staff Outsourced and/or in a Low Cost location

% of total Confirmation Staff Outsourced and/or in a Low Cost location

Underlying (Reference Obligation/Entity, Index, Share, Floating Rate 

Option, etc.)

6. Please rank, from 1 - 3, the most common causes of errors, (both economic and non-economic), with 1 being the 

most common. Please only use each number once.

Counterparty Name

Notional Amount

Trade Date / Effective Date

Business Day Convention

Buy / Sell

Miscellaneous Fees (Initial Margins, Assignment Fees, Upfront Fees, etc.)

Language / Elections

Mutual Early Termination

Payment Date(s) / Termination Date

Legal Agreement Date(s) (Master Agreement, MCA)

Others (please specify using the space provided in question 8)



Section III - Confirmations - Credit Derivatives

Production of Confirmation

Risk Mitigation 

Supplementary Information

14. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question.

13. If your firm performs Affirmation, what is the normal timeframe (in business days) in which your firm aims to 

complete the process?

Affirmation timeframe for Non-Electronic Confirmation

Affirmation timeframe for Electronic Confirmation

10. Please provide the STP rate of the production of paper confirmations.

STP rate of paper confirmations: Number of paper confirmations auto-dispatched by a confirmation system (no manual 

intervention, drafted and sent via e-mail or fax route) as a percentage of all paper confirmations dispatched (auto + 

manual)

8. If your firm produces and sends out confirmations, how long does it normally take (in business days) from the time a 

trade is entered into Front Office systems until the confirmation is dispatched?      

Electronic Confirmations

New or Non-Standard Product 

Non-Standard Language

Non-Electronic Confirmations

9. Please rank, from 1 - 3, the 3 most significant reasons that affect your normal confirmation dispatch time (as 

specified in your answer to question 8), with 1 being the most significant reason. Please only use each number once.

High Volumes

Awaiting Data or Approval From Credit or Collateral Department
Awaiting Data/Details From External Source such as KYC Documentation, 

Static Data etc.

Awaiting Data or Approval From Traders/ Marketers

Awaiting Data or Approval From Legal/Compliance

Average monthly Outstanding Confirmations greater than 30 calendar 

days

Average monthly Outstanding Confirmations greater than 90 calendar 

days

Systems/Technology Issues

11. What is your average monthly number of Outstanding Confirmations for the Reporting Period? See Instructions.
Average monthly Outstanding Confirmations

STP rate of paper confirmations

Master Agreement signed

Net Present Value

12. Please rank, from 1 - 3 with 1 being the highest priority, the top 3 criterias, that your firm takes into consideration 

when generating and executing Outstanding Confirmations? Please only use each number once.

Business Days Outstanding

Collateral held / Collateral Agreement signed

Type of Transaction 

Unrecognised Trade

Credit Rating of Counterparty

Type of Counterparty

Positive Feedback from Collateral Departments

Others (please specify using the space provided in question 14)

Broker Confirmation checked

Positive Feedback from Settlement Departments



Section IV - Clearing - Credit Derivatives

Current Clearing Volumes

15. Average monthly Cleared Event Volume for the Reporting Period.

Supplementary Information

16. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question.

Section V - Settlements - Credit Derivatives

Settlement Volumes

Settlement Breaks / Investigation

Supplementary Information

23. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question.

Average Monthly Event Volume that is Cleared 

Average Monthly Event Volume that is Clearing Eligible

% of your average monthly payments that are STP

18. Please rank, from 1 - 3 with 1 being the highest priority, the top 3 reasons for which your monthly payments are 

non-STP. Please only use each number once.   

Missing Standard Settlement Instruction (SSI)

17a. How many Settlements do you execute on OTC derivatives trades in a month?  

Average monthly Settlement volume 

17b. What percentage (%) of your average monthly payments are STP (Straight Through Processing)?     

Incorrect SWIFT format

Confirmation of Settlement with counterparty prior to release of payment

Others (Please specify using the space provided in question 23)

Monthly average number of outstanding Nostro Breaks

19. What percentage (%) of your monthly payments are prematched with the counterparty?

% of your average monthly payments that are prematched with the 

counterparty

Of your monthly average outstanding Nostro Breaks, how many were 

aged greater than 30 calendar days?

20. What percentage (%) of your monthly Settlements volume result in a Nostro Break?

% of average monthly Settlements volume resulting in a Nostro Break?

21. What is your average monthly number of outstanding Nostro Breaks?

Of your monthly average outstanding Nostro Breaks, how many were 

aged greater than 90 calendar days?

22. What is the average time frame (in business days) for a Nostro Break resolution?

Average time frame for Nostro Break resolution



Section VI - Automation - Credit Derivatives

Current Automation

Supplementary Information

25. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question.

24.Please enter the percentage (%) of volume that is currently automated for each process.

Confirmation generation - fully automated (trades confirmed through 

Markitwire, DTCC, Swift and other external and in-house automation 

systems)

Confirmation matching (Electronic solutions offering both generation and 

matching / Affirmation should be counted under "Confirmation 

generation" and "Confirmation matching")

Confirmation dispatch (for Non-Electronic Confirmation only)

Nostro Reconciliation

Settlement Pre-Matching
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Section I -Volumes and Staffing - Interest Rate Derivatives

OTC Derivatives Volumes

1. Average monthly Event Volume for the Reporting Period.

Electronic Throughput

OTC Derivatives Staffing

3. Enter the number of staff (Full Time Equivalents) employed to support OTC derivatives activity.
All numbers should be as at December 2012 (adjusted to account for any anomalies in month).

4. What percentage (%) of the above staff is Outsourced and/or in a Low Cost Location.

Supplementary Information

5. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question number.

Section II -Trade Capture Accuracy - Interest Rate Derivatives

Trade Capture Accuracy

Supplementary Information

7. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question.

Others (please specify using the space provided in question 8)

Miscellaneous Fees (Initial Margins, Assignment Fees, Upfront Fees, etc.)

Language / Elections

Legal Agreement Date(s) (Master Agreement, MCA)

Business Day Convention

Mutual Early Termination

Payment Date(s) / Termination Date

Underlying (Reference Obligation/Entity, Index, Share, Floating Rate 

Option, etc.)

Buy / Sell

Trade Date / Effective Date

% of total Confirmation Staff Outsourced and/or in a Low Cost location

% of total Settlement Staff Outsourced and/or in a Low Cost location

6. Please rank, from 1 - 3, the most common causes of errors, (both economic and non-economic), with 1 being the 

most common. Please only use each number once.

Counterparty Name

Notional Amount

Total Confirmation Staff

Total Settlement Staff

Of your total Event Volume,  what is Electronically Confirmed?

Of your total Event Volume, what is Electronically Eligible but not 

Electronically Confirmed?

Of your total Event Volume, what is Not Electronically Eligible?

Survey
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Monthly Event Volume

% of Event Volume that is facing a G15 Firm

2. Average monthly Event Volume processed electronically for the Reporting Period. 



Section III - Confirmations - Interest Rate Derivatives

Production of Confirmation

Risk Mitigation 

Supplementary Information

14. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question.

10. Please provide the STP rate of the production of paper confirmations.

STP rate of paper confirmations: Number of paper confirmations auto-dispatched by a confirmation system (no manual 

intervention, drafted and sent via e-mail or fax route) as a percentage of all paper confirmations dispatched (auto + 

manual)

STP rate of paper confirmations

Affirmation timeframe for Electronic Confirmation

Affirmation timeframe for Non-Electronic Confirmation

13. If your firm performs Affirmation, what is the normal timeframe (in business days) in which your firm aims to 

complete the process?

Positive Feedback from Collateral Departments

Others (please specify using the space provided in question 14)

Unrecognised Trade

Broker Confirmation checked

Positive Feedback from Settlement Departments

Net Present Value

Credit Rating of Counterparty

Type of Counterparty

Type of Transaction 

12. Please rank, from 1 - 3 with 1 being the highest priority, the top 3 criterias, that your firm takes into consideration 

when generating and executing Outstanding Confirmations? Please only use each number once.

Business Days Outstanding

Collateral held / Collateral Agreement signed

Master Agreement signed

11. What is your average monthly number of Outstanding Confirmations for the Reporting Period? See Instructions.
Average monthly Outstanding Confirmations

Average monthly Outstanding Confirmations greater than 30 calendar 

days

Average monthly Outstanding Confirmations greater than 90 calendar 

days

Awaiting Data or Approval From Credit or Collateral Department
Awaiting Data/Details From External Source such as KYC Documentation, 

Static Data etc.
Systems/Technology Issues

Non-Standard Language

Awaiting Data or Approval From Traders/ Marketers

Awaiting Data or Approval From Legal/Compliance

Non-Electronic Confirmations

9. Please rank, from 1 - 3, the 3 most significant reasons that affect your normal confirmation dispatch time (as 

specified in your answer to question 8), with 1 being the most significant reason. Please only use each number once.

High Volumes

New or Non-Standard Product 

8. If your firm produces and sends out confirmations, how long does it normally take (in business days) from the time a 

trade is entered into Front Office systems until the confirmation is dispatched?      

Electronic Confirmations



Section IV - Clearing - Interest Rate Derivatives

Current Clearing Volumes

15. Average monthly Cleared Event Volume for the Reporting Period.

Supplementary Information

16. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question.

Section V - Settlements - Interest Rate Derivatives

Settlement Volumes

Settlement Breaks / Investigation

Supplementary Information

23. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question.

19. What percentage (%) of your monthly payments are prematched with the counterparty?

% of your average monthly payments that are prematched with the 

counterparty

22. What is the average time frame (in business days) for a Nostro Break resolution?

Average time frame for Nostro Break resolution

Monthly average number of outstanding Nostro Breaks

Of your monthly average outstanding Nostro Breaks, how many were 

aged greater than 30 calendar days?

Of your monthly average outstanding Nostro Breaks, how many were 

aged greater than 90 calendar days?

20. What percentage (%) of your monthly Settlements volume result in a Nostro Break?

% of average monthly Settlements volume resulting in a Nostro Break?

21. What is your average monthly number of outstanding Nostro Breaks?

Incorrect SWIFT format

Confirmation of Settlement with counterparty prior to release of payment

Others (Please specify using the space provided in question 23)

17b. What percentage (%) of your average monthly payments are STP (Straight Through Processing)?     

% of your average monthly payments that are STP

18. Please rank, from 1 - 3 with 1 being the highest priority, the top 3 reasons for which your monthly payments are 

non-STP. Please only use each number once.   

Missing Standard Settlement Instruction (SSI)

17a. How many Settlements do you execute on OTC derivatives trades in a month?  

Average monthly Settlement volume 

Average Monthly Event Volume that is Cleared 

Average Monthly Event Volume that is Clearing Eligible



Section VI - Automation - Interest Rate Derivatives

Current Automation

Supplementary Information

25. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question.

Settlement Pre-Matching

Confirmation matching (Electronic solutions offering both generation and 

matching / Affirmation should be counted under "Confirmation 

generation" and "Confirmation matching")

Nostro Reconciliation

Confirmation generation - fully automated (trades confirmed through 

Markitwire, DTCC, Swift and other external and in-house automation 

systems)

Confirmation dispatch (for Non-Electronic Confirmation only)

24.Please enter the percentage (%) of volume that is currently automated for each process.
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Section I -Volumes and Staffing - Equity Derivatives

OTC Derivatives Volumes

1. Average monthly Event Volume for the Reporting Period.

Electronic Throughput

OTC Derivatives Staffing

3. Enter the number of staff (Full Time Equivalents) employed to support OTC derivatives activity.

All numbers should be as at December 2012 (adjusted to account for any anomalies in month).

4. What percentage (%) of the above staff is Outsourced and/or in a Low Cost Location.

Supplementary Information

5. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question number.

Section II -Trade Capture Accuracy - Equity Derivatives

Trade Capture Accuracy

Supplementary Information

7. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question.

Others (please specify using the space provided in question 8)

Miscellaneous Fees (Initial Margins, Assignment Fees, Upfront Fees, etc.)

Language / Elections

Legal Agreement Date(s) (Master Agreement, MCA)

Business Day Convention

Mutual Early Termination

Payment Date(s) / Termination Date

Underlying (Reference Obligation/Entity, Index, Share, Floating Rate 

Option, etc.)

Buy / Sell

Trade Date / Effective Date

6. Please rank, from 1 - 3, the most common causes of errors, (both economic and non-economic), with 1 being the most 

common. Please only use each number once.

Counterparty Name

Notional Amount

Total Settlement Staff

% of total Confirmation Staff Outsourced and/or in a Low Cost location

% of total Settlement Staff Outsourced and/or in a Low Cost location

Of your total Event Volume, what is Electronically Eligible but not 

Electronically Confirmed?

Of your total Event Volume, what is Not Electronically Eligible?

Total Confirmation Staff

Survey
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Monthly Event Volume

% of Event Volume that is facing a G15 Firm

2. Average monthly Event Volume processed electronically for the Reporting Period. 

Of your total Event Volume,  what is Electronically Confirmed?



Section III - Confirmations - Equity Derivatives

Production of Confirmation

Risk Mitigation 

Supplementary Information

14. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question.

Affirmation timeframe for Electronic Confirmation

Affirmation timeframe for Non-Electronic Confirmation

13. If your firm performs Affirmation, what is the normal timeframe (in business days) in which your firm aims to 

complete the process?

Positive Feedback from Collateral Departments

Others (please specify using the space provided in question 14)

Unrecognised Trade

Broker Confirmation checked

Positive Feedback from Settlement Departments

Credit Rating of Counterparty

Type of Counterparty

Type of Transaction 

Collateral held / Collateral Agreement signed

Master Agreement signed

Net Present Value

Average monthly Outstanding Confirmations greater than 30 calendar days

Average monthly Outstanding Confirmations greater than 90 calendar days

12. Please rank, from 1 - 3 with 1 being the highest priority, the top 3criterias, that your firm takes into consideration 

when generating and executing Outstanding Confirmations? Please only use each number once.

Business Days Outstanding

11. What is your average monthly number of Outstanding Confirmations for the Reporting Period? See Instructions.
Average monthly Outstanding Confirmations

10. Please provide the STP rate of the production of paper confirmations.

STP rate of paper confirmations: Number of paper confirmations auto-dispatched by a confirmation system (no manual 

intervention, drafted and sent via e-mail or fax route) as a percentage of all paper confirmations dispatched (auto + 

manual)

STP rate of paper confirmations

Awaiting Data or Approval From Credit or Collateral Department
Awaiting Data/Details From External Source such as KYC Documentation, 

Static Data etc.
Systems/Technology Issues

Non-Standard Language

Awaiting Data or Approval From Traders/ Marketers

Awaiting Data or Approval From Legal/Compliance

Non-Electronic Confirmations

9. Please rank, from 1 - 3, the 3 most significant reasons that affect your normal confirmation dispatch time (as specified 

in your answer to question 9), with 1 being the most significant reason. Please only use each number once.

High Volumes

New or Non-Standard Product 

8. If your firm produces and sends out confirmations, how long does it normally take (in business days) from the time a 

trade is entered into Front Office systems until the confirmation is dispatched?      

Electronic Confirmations



Section IV - Clearing - Equity Derivatives

Current Clearing Volumes

15. Average monthly Cleared Event Volume for the Reporting Period.

Supplementary Information

16. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question.

Section V - Settlements - Equity Derivatives

Settlement Volumes

Settlement Breaks / Investigation

Supplementary Information

23. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question.

22. What is the average time frame (in business days) for a Nostro Break resolution?

Average time frame for Nostro Break resolution

Monthly average number of outstanding Nostro Breaks

Of your monthly average outstanding Nostro Breaks, how many were aged 

greater than 30 calendar days?

Of your monthly average outstanding Nostro Breaks, how many were aged 

greater than 90 calendar days?

20. What percentage (%) of your monthly Settlements volume result in a Nostro Break?

% of average monthly Settlements volume resulting in a Nostro Break?

21. What is your average monthly number of outstanding Nostro Breaks?

Incorrect SWIFT format

Confirmation of Settlement with counterparty prior to release of payment

Others (Please specify using the space provided in question 23)

17b. What percentage (%) of your average monthly payments are STP (Straight Through Processing)?     

% of your average monthly payments that are STP

18. Please rank, from 1 - 3 with 1 being the highest priority, the top 3 reasons for which your monthly payments are non-

STP. Please only use each number once.   

Missing Standard Settlement Instruction (SSI)

17a. How many Settlements do you execute on OTC derivatives trades in a month?  

Average monthly Settlement volume 

Average Monthly Event Volume that is Cleared 

Average Monthly Event Volume that is Clearing Eligible

19. What percentage (%) of your monthly payments are prematched with the counterparty?

% of your average monthly payments that are prematched with the 

counterparty



Section VI - Automation - Equity Derivatives

Current Automation

Supplementary Information

25. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question.

Settlement Pre-Matching

Confirmation matching (Electronic solutions offering both generation and 

matching / Affirmation should be counted under "Confirmation 

generation" and "Confirmation matching")

Nostro Reconciliation

Confirmation dispatch (for Non-Electronic Confirmation only)

24.Please enter the percentage (%) of volume that is currently automated for each process.

Confirmation generation - fully automated (trades confirmed through 

Markitwire, DTCC, Swift and other external and in-house automation 

systems)
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Section I -Volumes and Staffing - FX Options

OTC Derivatives Volumes

1. Average monthly Event Volume for the Reporting Period.

Electronic Throughput

OTC Derivatives Staffing

3. Enter the number of staff (Full Time Equivalents) employed to support OTC derivatives activity.
All numbers should be as at December 2011 (adjusted to account for any anomalies in month).

4. What percentage (%) of the above staff is Outsourced and/or in a Low Cost Location.

Supplementary Information

5. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question number.

Section II -Trade Capture Accuracy - FX Options

Trade Capture Accuracy

Supplementary Information

7. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question.

Language / Elections

Legal Agreement Date(s) (Master Agreement, MCA)

Others (please specify using the space provided in question 8)

Mutual Early Termination

Payment Date(s) / Termination Date

Miscellaneous Fees (Initial Margins, Assignment Fees, Upfront Fees, etc.)

Buy / Sell

Trade Date / Effective Date

Business Day Convention

6. Please rank, from 1 - 3, the most common causes of errors, (both economic and non-economic), with 1 being the 

most common. Please only use each number once.

Counterparty Name

Notional Amount

Underlying (Reference Obligation/Entity, Index, Share, Floating Rate 

Option, etc.)

% of total Confirmation Staff Outsourced and/or in a Low Cost location

% of total Settlement Staff Outsourced and/or in a Low Cost location

Total Confirmation Staff

Total Settlement Staff

Of your total Event Volume,  what is Electronically Confirmed?

Of your total Event Volume, what is Electronically Eligible but not 

Electronically Confirmed?

Of your total Event Volume, what is Not Electronically Eligible?

Survey
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Monthly Event Volume

% of Event Volume that is facing a G15 Firm

2. Average monthly Event Volume processed electronically for the Reporting Period. 



Section III - Confirmations - FX Options

Production of Confirmation

Risk Mitigation 

Supplementary Information

14. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question.

10. Please provide the STP rate of the production of paper confirmations.

STP rate of paper confirmations: Number of paper confirmations auto-dispatched by a confirmation system (no manual 

intervention, drafted and sent via e-mail or fax route) as a percentage of all paper confirmations dispatched (auto + 

manual)

STP rate of paper confirmations

Affirmation timeframe for Electronic Confirmation

Affirmation timeframe for Non-Electronic Confirmation

13. If your firm performs Affirmation, what is the normal timeframe (in business days) in which your firm aims to 

complete the process?

Positive Feedback from Collateral Departments

Others (please specify using the space provided in question 14)

Unrecognised Trade

Broker Confirmation checked

Positive Feedback from Settlement Departments

Credit Rating of Counterparty

Type of Counterparty

Type of Transaction 

Collateral held / Collateral Agreement signed

Master Agreement signed

Net Present Value

Average monthly Outstanding Confirmations greater than 30 calendar 

days

Average monthly Outstanding Confirmations greater than 90 calendar 

days

12. Please rank, from 1 - 3 with 1 being the highest priority, the top 3 criterias, that your firm takes into consideration 

when generating and executing Outstanding Confirmations? Please only use each number once.

Business Days Outstanding

Awaiting Data/Details From External Source such as KYC Documentation, 

Static Data etc.
Systems/Technology Issues

11. What is your average monthly number of Outstanding Confirmations for the Reporting Period? See Instructions.
Average monthly Outstanding Confirmations

Awaiting Data or Approval From Traders/ Marketers

Awaiting Data or Approval From Legal/Compliance

Awaiting Data or Approval From Credit or Collateral Department

9. Please rank, from 1 - 3, the 3 most significant reasons that affect your normal confirmation dispatch time (as 

specified in your answer to question 9), with 1 being the most significant reason. Please only use each number once.

High Volumes

New or Non-Standard Product 

Non-Standard Language

8. If your firm produces and sends out confirmations, how long does it normally take (in business days) from the time a 

trade is entered into Front Office systems until the confirmation is dispatched?      

Electronic Confirmations

Non-Electronic Confirmations



Section IV - Clearing - FX Options

Current Clearing Volumes

15. Average monthly Cleared Event Volume for the Reporting Period.

Supplementary Information

16. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question.

Section V - Settlements - FX Options

Settlement Volumes

17a. How many Settlements do you execute on OTC derivatives trades in a month?  

Settlement Breaks / Investigation

20. What percentage (%) of your monthly Settlements volume result in a Nostro Break?

Supplementary Information

23. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question.

19. What percentage (%) of your monthly payments are prematched with the counterparty?

% of your average monthly payments that are prematched with the 

counterparty

18. Please rank, from 1 - 3 with 1 being the highest priority, the top 3 reasons for which your monthly payments are 

non-STP. Please only use each number once.   

22. What is the average time frame (in business days) for a Nostro Break resolution?

Average time frame for Nostro Break resolution

Monthly average number of outstanding Nostro Breaks

Of your monthly average outstanding Nostro Breaks, how many were 

aged greater than 30 calendar days?

Of your monthly average outstanding Nostro Breaks, how many were 

aged greater than 90 calendar days?

% of average monthly Settlements volume resulting in a Nostro Break?

21. What is your average monthly number of outstanding Nostro Breaks?

Incorrect SWIFT format

Confirmation of Settlement with counterparty prior to release of payment

Others (Please specify using the space provided in question 22)

17b. What percentage (%) of your average monthly payments are STP (Straight Through Processing)?     

% of your average monthly payments that are STP

Missing Standard Settlement Instruction (SSI)

Average monthly Settlement volume 

Average Monthly Event Volume that is Cleared 

Average Monthly Event Volume that is Clearing Eligible



Section VI - Automation - FX Options

Current Automation

Supplementary Information

25. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question.

Settlement Pre-Matching

Confirmation dispatch (for Non-Electronic Confirmation only)

Confirmation matching (Electronic solutions offering both generation and 

matching / Affirmation should be counted under "Confirmation 

generation" and "Confirmation matching")

Nostro Reconciliation

Confirmation generation - fully automated (trades confirmed through 

Markitwire, DTCC, Swift and other external and in-house automation 

systems)

24.Please enter the percentage (%) of volume that is currently automated for each process.



Su

Section I -Volumes and Staffing - Commodity Derivatives

OTC Derivatives Volumes

1. Average monthly Event Volume for the Reporting Period.

Electronic Throughput

OTC Derivatives Staffing

3. Enter the number of staff (Full Time Equivalents) employed to support OTC derivatives activity.
All numbers should be as at December 2011 (adjusted to account for any anomalies in month).

4. What percentage (%) of the above staff is Outsourced and/or in a Low Cost Location.

Supplementary Information

5. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question number.

Section II -Trade Capture Accuracy - Commodity Derivatives

Trade Capture Accuracy

Supplementary Information

7. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question.

Language / Elections

Legal Agreement Date(s) (Master Agreement, MCA)

Others (please specify using the space provided in question 8)

Mutual Early Termination

Payment Date(s) / Termination Date

Miscellaneous Fees (Initial Margins, Assignment Fees, Upfront Fees, etc.)

Buy / Sell

Trade Date / Effective Date

Business Day Convention

6. Please rank, from 1 - 3, the most common causes of errors, (both economic and non-economic), with 1 being the 

most common. Please only use each number once.

Counterparty Name

Notional Amount

Underlying (Reference Obligation/Entity, Index, Share, Floating Rate 

Option, etc.)

% of total Confirmation Staff Outsourced and/or in a Low Cost location

% of total Settlement Staff Outsourced and/or in a Low Cost location

Total Confirmation Staff

Total Settlement Staff

Of your total Event Volume,  what is Electronically Confirmed?

Of your total Event Volume, what is Electronically Eligible but not 

Electronically Confirmed?

Of your total Event Volume, what is Not Electronically Eligible?

Survey
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Monthly Event Volume

% of Event Volume that is facing a G15 Firm

2. Average monthly Event Volume processed electronically for the Reporting Period. 



Section III - Confirmations - Commodity Derivatives

Production of Confirmation

Risk Mitigation 

Supplementary Information

14. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question.

10. Please provide the STP rate of the production of paper confirmations.

STP rate of paper confirmations: Number of paper confirmations auto-dispatched by a confirmation system (no manual 

intervention, drafted and sent via e-mail or fax route) as a percentage of all paper confirmations dispatched (auto + 

manual)

STP rate of paper confirmations

Affirmation timeframe for Electronic Confirmation

Affirmation timeframe for Non-Electronic Confirmation

13. If your firm performs Affirmation, what is the normal timeframe (in business days) in which your firm aims to 

complete the process?

Positive Feedback from Collateral Departments

Others (please specify using the space provided in question 14)

Unrecognised Trade

Broker Confirmation checked

Positive Feedback from Settlement Departments

Credit Rating of Counterparty

Type of Counterparty

Type of Transaction 

Collateral held / Collateral Agreement signed

Master Agreement signed

Net Present Value

Average monthly Outstanding Confirmations greater than 30 calendar 

days

Average monthly Outstanding Confirmations greater than 90 calendar 

days

12. Please rank, from 1 - 3 with 1 being the highest priority, the top 3 criterias, that your firm takes into consideration 

when generating and executing Outstanding Confirmations? Please only use each number once.

Business Days Outstanding

Awaiting Data/Details From External Source such as KYC Documentation, 

Static Data etc.
Systems/Technology Issues

11. What is your average monthly number of Outstanding Confirmations for the Reporting Period? See Instructions.
Average monthly Outstanding Confirmations

Awaiting Data or Approval From Traders/ Marketers

Awaiting Data or Approval From Legal/Compliance

Awaiting Data or Approval From Credit or Collateral Department

9. Please rank, from 1 - 3, the 3 most significant reasons that affect your normal confirmation dispatch time (as 

specified in your answer to question 9), with 1 being the most significant reason. Please only use each number once.

High Volumes

New or Non-Standard Product 

Non-Standard Language

8. If your firm produces and sends out confirmations, how long does it normally take (in business days) from the time a 

trade is entered into Front Office systems until the confirmation is dispatched?      

Electronic Confirmations

Non-Electronic Confirmations



Section IV - Clearing - Commodity Derivatives

Current Clearing Volumes

15. Average monthly Cleared Event Volume for the Reporting Period.

Supplementary Information

16. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question.

Section V - Settlements - Commodity Derivatives

Settlement Volumes

Settlement Breaks / Investigation

Supplementary Information

23. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question.

19. What percentage (%) of your monthly payments are prematched with the counterparty?

% of your average monthly payments that are prematched with the 

counterparty

18. Please rank, from 1 - 3 with 1 being the highest priority, the top 3 reasons for which your monthly payments are 

non-STP. Please only use each number once.   

22. What is the average time frame (in business days) for a Nostro Break resolution?

Average time frame for Nostro Break resolution

Monthly average number of outstanding Nostro Breaks

Of your monthly average outstanding Nostro Breaks, how many were 

aged greater than 30 calendar days?

Of your monthly average outstanding Nostro Breaks, how many were 

aged greater than 90 calendar days?

20. What percentage (%) of your monthly Settlements volume result in a Nostro Break?

% of average monthly Settlements volume resulting in a Nostro Break?

21. What is your average monthly number of outstanding Nostro Breaks?

Incorrect SWIFT format

Confirmation of Settlement with counterparty prior to release of payment

Others (Please specify using the space provided in question 22)

17b. What percentage (%) of your average monthly payments are STP (Straight Through Processing)?     

% of your average monthly payments that are STP

Missing Standard Settlement Instruction (SSI)

17a. How many Settlements do you execute on OTC derivatives trades in a month?  

Average monthly Settlement volume 

Average Monthly Event Volume that is Cleared 

Average Monthly Event Volume that is Clearing Eligible



Section VI - Automation - Commodity Derivatives

Current Automation

Supplementary Information

25. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question.

Settlement Pre-Matching

Confirmation dispatch (for Non-Electronic Confirmation only)

Confirmation matching (Electronic solutions offering both generation and 

matching / Affirmation should be counted under "Confirmation 

generation" and "Confirmation matching")

Nostro Reconciliation

Confirmation generation - fully automated (trades confirmed through 

Markitwire, DTCC, Swift and other external and in-house automation 

systems)

24.Please enter the percentage (%) of volume that is currently automated for each process.



S

Section I - Clearing Initiatives

Preferred Clearing Approach

Clearing Initiatives

Supplementary Information

3. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question.

Section VI - Industry Solutions

Onboarding Timeframes

Supplementary Information

27. Please enter any additional information relevant to your response to this section.

If commenting on a particular question, please specify the question.

Is a stake holder in the governance of a CCP

2. Please indicate if your firm is considering the following in regards to the clearing landscape (Please select N/A if not 

applicable).

Intend to become a Clearing Provider globally

Wish to become a stakeholder in the governance of a CCP

End of Clearing Initiatives section

Intend to provide FCM services in the US

Survey

ISDA Operations Benchmarking Survey 2013                                             

Join only Regional CCPs where your firm is located

Others (Please specify using the space provided in question 11)

Begin Clearing before regulatory rules mandate it

Out-source to a Third Party Administrator

Out-source to a Clearing Provider (dealer bank)

Use Pre-packaged Software

1. Please rank from, 1 - 3 with 1 being the most preferred, your firm's preferred operational approach to Clearing. 

Please only use each number once.

Use Custom In-house Build

Join global Clearing Houses

Our firm does not plan to clear

26. Please indicate the timeframe for your firm to onboard to the following industry solutions. Please answer with 

"Less than 2 weeks", "2-4 weeks", "1-3 months", "More than 3 months".    

Derivatives trading platforms

CCPs

ISDA Amend

Other

Not Applicable



Terms Definitions

Affirmation

The process by which two counterparties verify that they agree the primary economics of a trade. The affirmation process may be done by telephone, voice 

recording, email or electronic checkout platform.

For the purposes of Q13 of this survey, platforms offering 'affirmation' services, e.g. MarkitWire, are not included

Backloaded The process of inputting existing outstanding OTC transactions into a trade repository/warehouse or CCP.

CCP Central Counterparty; See Definition of Clearing House

Cleared (Trade)
Derivative products cleared centrally by a CCP. Cleared Trades may be transacted bilaterally and then transferred (or novated) to a CCP or booked directly with 

the CCP.  Responses should include any trades that were done via a broker.

Cleared Event Volume

Cleared OTC should in included in the electronically confirmed bracket as ISDA assume those trades are bilaterally traded and given up to CCP.

G15 firms include cleared OTC volume in this bracket.

Exchange traded (listed) commodity derivatives should not be included.

Short dated (where the number of business days between trade date and delivery date is less than or equal to five business days) Physical Power and Gas trades 

should be INCLUDED in deal volume but EXCLUDED from Outstanding Confirmations. 

Clearing See Clearing Eligible

Clearing Eligible The transaction is of a type that is currently cleared by a CCP such as LCH, ICE, CME, or other clearing organization. 

Clearing House
A clearing house is a financial institution that provides clearing and settlement services for financial and commodities derivatives and securities transactions. 

These transactions may be executed on a futures exchange or securities exchange, as well as off-exchange in the over-the-counter (OTC) markets.

Clearing Initiatives Industry Initiatives pertinent to OTC Clearing.

Clearing Provider (Dealer Banks)
Service offering from sell-side firms offering securities clearing, custody, order execution, settlement, and lending services to traders, hedge fund managers, 

broker-dealers, and investment advisors. Service might also provide operational and administrative services for registered broker dealers. 

Commodity Derivatives

OTC derivative products that are swaps, forwards, or options in which the underlying variable is a commodity price, basket of commodity prices, or commodity 

price index. Common underlying commodities include previous and base metals, crude oil and other petroleum products, natural gas, electric power, freight 

rates, and weather. Do not include exchange-traded (listed) commodity derivatives. Short dated (where the number of business days between trade date and 

delivery date is less than or equal to five business days) Physical Power and Gas trades should be INCLUDED in deal volume but EXCLUDED from Outstanding 

Confirmations. NGX is classified as exchanged listed.

Confirmation Staff
All employees involved in the confirmation of OTC derivatives trades, including drafting outgoing confirmations, chasing and reviewing incoming confirmations, 

investigating and reconciling confirmation discrepancies and conducting the affirmation of key economic trade details.

Confirmations Matching Process of reconciling the terms of a transaction as confirmed by each counterparty, either manually or on an electronic platform such as DTCC or Markitwire.

Credit Derivatives

An over the counter (OTC) financial derivative instrument that enables the isolation and separate transfer of credit risk.

For purposes of this survey, Credit Derivatives include but are not limited to credit default swaps(CDS), total return swaps, credit linked notes, and credit spread 

forwards and options. Underlying credits include single corporate or soverign names, baskets, portfolios, credit indices, and obligations( and indices of 

obligations) such as asset backed securities(ABS), collateralized debt obligations(CDO) and leveraged loans.

Custom in-house build Bespoke solutions developed in-house specifically for own firms.

Dodd-Frank Dodd-Frank Regulatory Reform Bill http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PLAW-111publ203/content-detail.html

Electronic Confirmation
The process by which derivative post-trade processes are automated.  Confirmations are submitted to an electronic platform for matching. E.g. Markitwire, 

DTCC, Swift

Electronically Confirmed See Electronic Confirmation

Electronically Eligible Transactions that are eligible for matching on an industry recognised platform e.g. DTCC, MarkitWire

EMIR European Market Infrastructure Regulation http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/financial-markets/derivatives/index_en.htm

Equity Derivatives

OTC derivative products with payments linked to the performance of equities or equity indices. For the purposes of this survey, Equity Derivatives include but are 

not limited to; share and index swaps and options, equity forwards, equity options, equity linked notes, relative performance trades, correlation swaps, dividend 

swaps and options, and variance swaps and options. Do not include exchange traded(listed) equity derivatives.

Event Volume

Number of events relating to OTC derivatives trades sent to Operations for processing during the period.  The following constitute ‘events’ for the purpose of this 

Survey: new trades, confirmable amendments (i.e. any economic amendment that requires a new confirmation to be drafted), partial and full terminations, 

increases/decreases and novations. Exclude (i) all internal, intra-company and intra-group trades, (ii) terminations and partial terminations arising from Tri-

Optima or other tear-up services and (iii) one-way notices such as corporate action notices.  One structure should be reported as one trade irrespective of the 

number of tickets. Prime broker activity or intermediation should be reported as two trades. Allocation splits should be reported as the number of funds to 

which a block trade is allocated.   

If, due to systems constraints, you are unable to report on the above basis, please indicate so in the Supplementary Information block provided at the end of the 

relevant section in the Survey and provide an estimate of the percentage effect on the Event Volume reported. 

Failed Payments
Payments your firm has requested an Agent to action on your behalf but for varios reasons the Agent has not been able to action the payment OR SWIFT 

message you have sent to your Agent which have failed.  For the purpose of this Survey, the transfer of money is to be considered a payment.

FCM Service Provider FCM is a firm that transacts futures and options business on behalf of institutions and the general public.

Front Office Staff

All employees entering into OTC derivatives trades housed on front office payroll, including: traders, marketers, sales, trade assistants, structurers and business 

managers, including staff allocated to a proprietary desk if the activity handled by such a desk is otherwise reported within this Survey. Where resources are 

shared across different business lines, e.g. one trade assistant for credit derivatives and interest rate trades, please allocate the appropriate percentage share of 

resource.      

Full Time Equivalents
Percentage of time an employee (whether permanent, temporary or contractor) works represented as a decimal, e.g. a full-time person is 1.0, a person working 

3 days per week is 0.6 and a person dedicating 50% of his/her time to the relevant activity is 0.5.   

G15 Firms
Group of 15 major derivatives dealers. [ Barclays Capital, BNP Paribas, BOA-ML, Citi, Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, Goldman Sachs,HSBC, JP Morgan, Morgan 

Stanley, Nomura, Royal Bank of Scotland, Societe Generale, UBS, Wells Fargo-Wachovia ]

Industry Initiatives Projects resulting from a drive to implement industry best practice or process improvements.

Interest Rates Derivatives

OTC derivative products that involve the exchange of cash flows calculated on a notional amount using specified interest rates.  For the purposes of this Survey, 

Interest Rate Derivatives include but are not limited to: interest rate swaps, including cross-currency swaps, forward rate agreements (FRA) and interest rate 

options such as caps/floors, collars, swaptions, inflation swaps, and exotic options. Do not include exchange-traded (listed) interest rate derivatives.

KYC (Documentation) Documents required to ensure that ‘Know Your Client’ requirements are adequately fulfilled.

Low Cost Location Location selected for its lower operating cost (includes onshore and offshore locations). 

Margin Amounts The sum of money which must be deposited, and maintained, in order to provide protection against default by a counterparty to a trade.

Mutual Early Termination A bilaterally agreed clause that allows both counterparties to a transaction to terminate the trade early under certain defined circumstances.

Non Electronic Confirmation  Confirmation not included in the definition of Electronic Confirmation, i.e., not submitted to an electronic platform for matching.

Nostro Break A mismatch of cashflows between the paying and receiving banks, which occurs when the expected amount of cash settlement differs from the actual amount.

Nostro Reconciliation
The process performed to ensure that the expected cash movements of a transaction (or multiple transactions) are reconciled with the actual cash movements 

effected.

Outsourced Refers to the contracting out to an external service provider of activities that could be performed within a company.

Outstanding Confirmations

Total number of Electronic and Non-Electronic Confirmations not fully executed as at month end. Includes confirmations not yet drafted or issued, confirmations 

drafted but not yet issued, confirmations not yet received (where the counterparty is expected to draft the confirmations), confirmations issued but not yet 

returned and confirmations with open queries.  

Pre-packaged software An application program developed for sale to the general public(Off-the-Shelve) - Not customized or tailored for invidividual firms.

Project Portfolio Series of projects organized into a single portfolio that describes project objectives, costs, timelines, accomplishments, resources, and risks.

Regional CCPs CCPs that function solely for products currencies traded in particular region of operation.

Regulatory Compliance Regulatory compliance describes the evolving best practise in firms to  comply with relevant laws, regulations and industry commitments.

Reporting Period The data submitted should relate to the period from 1 January 2012 to 31 December 2012.

Settlement Staff All employees performing settlement functions, including prematching, investigation and reconciliation of settlement fails and breaks (including Nostro breaks).

Settlements
For the purpose of Question 17 of the Survey, this number should represent the gross number of settlements (both payments and receipts) before applying any 

netting (pre–netted settlements).

Settlements Pre-Matching Process of matching payments via an electronic platform such as DTCC, in which counterparties can bilaterally match payments in advance of a settlement date.

SSI Standard Settlement Instructions for derivative transactions.  SSIs outline the bank account details of legal entities for specific currencies and / or products.

STP "Straight Through Processing" - The end-to-end processing of automated data without manual intervention.

Third Party Administrator
Used by Buy-side funds, Third-Party Administrators (TPAs) to handle middle and back-office functions. TPAs also use third parties to provide independent 

valuations for trades, including OTC portfolios and clearing advisory.

Trade Capture Staff

All employees whose primary function is to book, amend and blotter all trade events into trade capture and operations systems.  Additional responsibilities may 

include liaising with the Front and Back Office to investigate queries and Unrecognised Trades, static data maintenance, options exercise and expiry monitoring, 

and calculating coupon and fee payments. 

Unrecognised Trade Transaction that cannot be identified by the alleged counterparty to the trade.


